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ON LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS
IN THE DETERMINATE CASE

W. Jarczyk, Katowice, Poland

Abstract. Let I be the real interval and; a fixed point of I. Suppose that f,
g : 1-+ R are continuous, O< (f(x) - ;)/(x - ;) < 1 for x E l"'.{;} and 19 (;)1 < 1.
Under these assumptions it is shown that if for every continuous function h : I-+
R there exists a continuous solution of equation (1), thenf is strietly increasing in a
neighbourhood of;. It is the inversion of a result of Kordylewski and Kuczma.

Further, the existence of continuous solutions of equations (1) is studied from
the Baire category point of view.

1. This paper is devoted to the study of a set of linear functional
equations

qJ°f=gep+h (1)

having continuous solutions.

Suppose that I is a real interval and ~ is an element of I. De
note by C the set of all real continuous functions defined on I and
endow it, if I is compact, with the uniform metric. Define

C' = {g E C : g (x) #- O, X El, x #- ~},

C* = {g E C' : ig ml < I}

and

F = {jE C: O < (f (x) - ~) I (x - ~) < 1, X El, x #- ~} .

. A theory of continuous solutions of equation (1), with (f, g, h) EF x
x C' x C, has been developed in [1], [5] and [6], Chapter II. Some
results have been obtained under additional assumption of strict
monotonicity of f in a neighbourhood of ~. In particular the following
result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.10 and 3.2 of [6].

THEOREM 1. Suppose that f E F and g E C*. If f is strictly
increasing in a neighbourhood of ~, then for every Il E C there exists a
solution epE C of equation (1).
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In the present paper we shall show (see Theorem 3) that if we
omit the assumption of striet monotonicity of f in a neighbourhood
of ~, then the existence of continuous solutions of equation (1) is a
very rare property in the set P x G* x G. The word »rare« is here
meant in the sense of the Baire category.

The similar problem, concerning the case 19 (~) I = 1 from the
Baire category point of view, has been treated in [2] and [3]. The strict
monotonicity of f in a neighbourhood of ~ is also essential for the exi
stence of continuous solutions of the homogeneous linear equation

rp of = grp

(see [4]).

2. Suppose that f: I -+ I, g : 1-+ R. Denote by f", n E No, the
n-th iterate of f and put

n-I
Gn (x) = IIg [fk (x)], X E I, n ENo.

k=o

Remark 1. If f E P, then ~ is the unique fixed point of f.

Westart with the following useful

LEMMA 1. Suppose that I is cornpact. If f E P, then n r (I) =
n~1

= {;} (in partz"cular {r}neN converges uniformZy to ~). If, moreover,

gEG and Ig(~)1 < 1, then {Gn}neN converges uniformly to zero.

Proof. In view of the continuity of f every set r (I) is a compact

interval, and so is n r (I). Let n r (I) = [a, b]. Since b E
00 n=1 n=1

E n r (l) c f (fk (l)) for every kEN, b = f (Xk)' where Xk E
n=1

Efk (l). Choose a subsequence of {xkheN converging to Xo El. Then

Xo E cl r (I) = [a, b] and b = f (xo). Since ~ E cl r (l), we
n=l n=l

have ~.;;;;b and b =f(xo)';;;; xo';;;; b, so Xo = b and f(b) = b. From
Remark 1, b = ~.Analogously, a = ~, which ends the pro of of the
first part of our assertion.

Now choose'l9E(O, 1) such that iga)1 <'19 < 1. Since limr(x) = ~
11-00

uniformly in I and g is uniformly continuous in I, there exists
no E N such that

19 [r(x)]1 <'19 for n;;. no and x El.
Then

for n;;. no and X E I, which shows that lim Gn (x) = O uniformly in 1.
n--> 00
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Suppose that f :I -+ I and introduce the following equivalence
relation in I: two points x, y E I are said to be equivalent, x r--y, iff
there exist n, mE No such that r (x) =r (y) (ef. [6]). The equiva
lence classes under »""'« are called orbits. Denote by C(x) the orbit
of x El.

Remark 2. Let f E F and x, y E I. If x ""' y, then

is a non-empty set. In the set PX,y the following relation can be defined:

(Pl ql) .;;; (P2' q2) itf Pl .;;;P2 and ql .;;;q2·

According to Lemma 0.2 of [6] there exists an integer k such that
P - q = kfor every (p, q) E PX,y. So it is obvious that the relation
» .;;;« is a linear order and there exists the smallest element in the space
(PX,y, .;;;).

LEMMA 2. Suppase that X is an arbitrary non-void set, Xo E X,
f : X -+ X, g, h : X -+ R, g (x) i= O for every x EX. A solution q; of
equation (1) on C (xo) is completely determined by the value of q; at xo.
M01·eover, tf X E C (xo), then

q; (x) = Gp (xo) (<p (xo) + Pf h [fk (xo)]) _ qi.1 h [fk (x)],Gq(x) k=O Gk+l (xo) k=O Gk+l (x)

where numbers P, q ENo are choosen in such amanner that fP (xo) =
=fq (x).

Proof. Induction yields

Applying this formula twice we get

ep(x) = q; [jq (x)] _ qi.1 h [jk (x)]
Gq (x) k=O Gk+l (x)

= q; [fP (xo)] _ qi.1 h [fk (x)]
Gq (x) k=O Gk+l (x)

= Gp (xo) (q; (xo) + Pi.1 h [fk (xo)]) _ qi.1 ~ [fk (x)]Gq (x) k=O Gk+l (xo) k=O Gk+l (x)'

The following lemmas will be useful in the next considerations.
The proof of first of them is similar to that of well known Stolz theo
rem, so we omit ito
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LEMMA 3. Let A be an arbitrary non-void set, an' tJ" : A ~ R,
nE N. Suppose that tJn(X) <. tJn+1 (x) for X E A, n E N, and lim tJn= 00

II-CO

unzformly in A. If lim (an+1 - an)/(tJn+1 - tJn) = a ER uniformly
n~OO

A, in then lim an/tJn = a uniformly in A.
n~OO

LE.MMA 4. Suppose that {bn}neN and {Un}neNare real sequences
such that u" ~ 00 and bn/un~ O. Then there exists a sequence {tn}neN such
that tn ~ ° and for every convergent (to a real number) sequence {an}neN
the sequence {an bn - tn Un}neNis divergent (it has not finite limit).

Proof. Choose a number ko E N such that uk > ° for every k >

> ko. For k < ko we define tk arbitrarily, If k ;> ko and lim inf Ibni >> 0, then we put tk = I bk/UkI1/2. If k;> ko and liminf Ibn = 0,
then we put tk = II/uk 11/2. The sequence {tkheN has the required
property.

The next resu1t is the inversion of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that fEF and gEC*. If for every hEC
there exists a solution q; E C of equation (1), then f is strictly increasing
in a neighbourhood of ~.

Proof. Without 10ssof generality we may assume that I is a compact
interval and ~ is its 1eft endpoint. Further, we may assume that
19 (x) i < 1 for x E I. The proof is divided into three parts.

1°. Let Xo El, {Xn}neNC C (xo) and denote by (Pn, qn) the smal
1est element of the set px.,xo (see Remark 2). Then the set {Pn}neN
is finite.

Assume, for the indirect proof, that the set {Pn}"e vis infinite. Since

we get
Xn i' ~ for n E No

(2)

(3)

(otherwise Xn = Xo = ~and Pn = ° for n E N). On account of Lemma 1,
(2) and the infiniteness of the set {Pn}neN we have

~= lim infjP; (xn) = lim inffq" (xo).

Obviously Xo i' ~, thus the set {qn}neN is infinite, too.

Let {Xk.}neN be a convergent subsequence of {xn}ne.\' such that

Define
(4)

X~ = Xk., P~ = Pk.' q~ = qk. for n E N and x = lim X~.

Obviously x El. Now we must distinguish two cascs:
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Case A: x rt C (xo). At first we shaH show that

ji (') ji (')' ,., d' .Xn = Xm' Z .;; Pn' J .;; Pm => n = m an Z = J.

We have

whence

q~ ;;;,q~ and P~ - i + j ;;;,p~.

SimiIarIy we get

q~1;;;,q~ and P~ - j + i ;;;,p~.

Consequently,

q~ = q~ and P~ - i = P~ - j,

95

(5)

and thus n = m and i = j.
Now put

b _ Gq~(xo) p~-1 ei+1

n - G,,~(x~)' Un = ;~o Gi+ 1(x~)' n EN, (6)

where e = sgn g il"{~}' \Ve shalI verify that these sequences fu1fi1
the assumption of Lemma 4. In view of Lemma 1 there exists an ioE
E N such that

IGi (x~) I < 1 for i > io and n EN.

For 12 E N, such that p; > io, \Ve get

p~-1

ll,,= ~
;=0

which implies U" ~ 00. Furthermore, observe that Lemma gives

. e"+I/Gn+1• " -1
hm n+ l/G _ "lG = bm (1 - 19 oj J)n-l>oo e n+l B n n-oo

= (1 - Ig(~)I)-1

uniformly in I. Hence and by Lemmas 1 and 3 we get for X E I

lim (~ilG ei+~ )) /G8"( ) = (1 -lg(~)J)-I.n-oo ,=0 1+1 X n X
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Consequently,
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p~-1
lim bn/un = lim Gq~ (xo) (Gp~ (x~) ~ ei+1/Gi+1 (X~))-l =

ti--oo n-OO ;=0

=O·(l-lg(~)I)=O.

Choose a sequence {tn}ns.v according to Lemma 4. In the set

D = {ji (Xo)};eN U {ji (X)}ieN U {n U U
,,=1

we define a function li as follows;

p'-l
U {ji (x~)}
;=0

li [Ji (Xo)] = ii m = ii [Ji (x)] = O, i E N
and

(7)

li [ji (x~)] = ei+ 1 tn' n E N, i E {O, ... , P~ - I}.

The correetness of this definition may be deduced from (3), (5), the
assumption x rf:C (xo) and the definition of the sequence {(Pn, qn)}ne N'

The points ~ and ji ex), i EN, are the unique accumulation points of
the set D. Then the convergence of {tn}lle N to zero implies the continuity
of ii in D. The set D is closed, thus in virtue of Tietze's theorem there
exists a function h E C, which is an extension of ii.

Let ep E C be a solution of equation (1). By Lemma 2, (6) and (7)
we have for n E N

p~-1

= bn ep (xo) - ~
k=O

which, in view of Lemma 4, contradicts continuity of ep at x.
Case B: X E C (xo). Let k, 1 E No be choosen in such amanner

that jk ex) = JI (xo). Our assumptions imply that {X~}neN C C(x).

Thus let (l~,in), n E N, be the smallest element of the set Px~,x' Then

ji.+k (x~) = ji.+k (x) = ji. + I (xo), n EN,
whence

in + k > P~ and in + I ;;;.q~ for n E N.

Renee, according to (4), we obtain lim in = lim in = 00. Let
n-OO 11-00

{ln}neN be such a subsequence of the sequence of positive integers
that il.;'1 00 and il. 7- 00. Set X: = x;., i~ = i,., i~ = il. for n E N.
In the sequel the proof is similar to that of case A, where xo, {X~}neN'
{P~}neN' {q~}neN must be replaced by x, {X:}neN, {i~}neN' (j:}neN' res
pectively.
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2°. Now we wish to show that

3 n E N \lx,y E I (P (x) = f' (y) => p- 1 (X) =P-l (y».
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Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist sequences {Xn}neN and
{Yn}neN such that Xn,Yn E I and

r (xn) = r (Yn) and r- 1 (x,,) i= r- 1 (y,,), n EN. (8)

Obviously
XII> Y" i= ~ for 11 E N. (9)

Again we distinguish two cases:

Case A: For a certain subsequence {Yk.}neN of {Yn}neN and an
Xo El we have Yk. E C (xo), n EN.

Then set X~ = Xk.' Y~ = Yk.' n EN. It follows, by (8), that kn is
the smallest positive integer such that

(10)

Choosing, if necessary, suitable subsequences, we may assume that
{X~}neN and {Y~}neN converge, i. e.

X~ --+ x and Y~ --+ y. (11)

Since X~ E C(y~), it follows that X~ E C(xo) for every n EN. Let (p", qn)

be the smallest element of the set Px~,xo and (i,,,in) the same for the
set Pl'~,xo, n E N. In particular we have

(12)
and

(13)
Rence we obtain

which implies

and lim in = lim qn = 00 (k" --+ (0). In virtue of part l° the sets
n-+oo n- 00

{Pn}neN and {in}neN are finite, whence, by (11), (12) and (13), we
get x = y =~. Thus ~ is the unique accumulation point of the sets

00 kn 00 kn

Ex = U U {JI (x~)} and El' = U U {ji (y~)}. ConsequentIy,
n=1 i=O n=1 i=O

since ~ rt= Ex, none of the elements of Ex has an infinite number of
representations of the form ji (x~), where n E N and i E {O, ... , kn}'
The set El' has the analogous property.
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Therefore, we may define by induction a sequence {11ln}neN of
positive integers as fol1ows: Put 1111 = 1 and, mn being defined, define
11ln + I as the smal1est positive integer m > 11ln such that

n=m

k.
U {JI (x:.)} U {JI (y~)} for jE {O,... , km.}.
1=0

Set x; = x~.,Y~ =y~., k~ = km. for n EN. It fol1ows from the
construction of the sequence {11ln}ne N that

Ji (") Ji (") . k" k' . d' .xn = XI' Z"';; n,J"';; I ==> n = l an z =J,

and the same holds for the sequence {y;}. We shalI show that

JI (") Ji ( ")' k" k' I d' .. Yn = XI' z".;; n,J"';; I ==> n = an z = l·

(14)

(15)

Assume, for instance, that k~ - i".;; k; - j. Then by (10) we get

Since k~ - i + j".;; k;, (14) implies that n = I and k~ = k~ - i+ j,

i. e. Z· = j.

Now put

(16)

Analogously as in the part 10 one can verify that these sequences
fulfi1 assumptions of Lemma 4.

Choose a sequence {tn}neN according to this 1emma. In the set

D= U
n=1

k~-l. 00

U {JI (x:)} U U
;=0 n=1

k'-1
·U {JI (y:)} U {n
;=0

we define a function h:

n E N, i E {O, ... , k~ - I}.

The correctness of the definition fol1ows from (9), (14) and (15). The
set D is closed and g is the unique accumu1ation point of ito Thus li
is continuous (tn -7 O) and in virtue of Tietze's theorem it can be
extended to a function Iz E C.
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Let ep E C be a soIution of equation (1). In view of Lemma 2 and
by (10), (16) and (17) we have

(U) _ Gk~(y;) ( ( ') + k~l h [ji (y~)]) k~l Il [ji (x;)](f' XII - G . (x")· ep Y" .~ G. (yU) - 1'~0 G (')k. " I-O 1+1 ". - i + 1 XII

Thus on account of (11) and the continuity of ep, sequences {ep (X~)}"E X
and {ep (Y~)}"EN converge to ep (~), contrary to the Lemma 4.

Case B: Every orbit contains a finite number of points of the
set {Y"}"EN'

Let {Yk.}"EN be a subsequence of {Y"}"EN having at most one point
in common with every orbit and put w" = Xk.' ZlI = Ykn' nE N. In
view of (8) k" is the smallest positive integer such that

( 18)

Moreover, since Zi # Zj for i # j and C(Wi) = C(z;) for every i E N,

Choosing, if necessary, suitable subsequences, we may assume that
{W"}"EN and {Z"}"EN converge, i. e. w" --+ ZV,Z" --+ Z. Observe, that by
(19) there exists no E N such that

(20)

It follows from (19) and the assumption f E F that

Let us put

G ( ) kn-l i+ 1
k. ZlI '" e OH

bll = G ( )' U" = L. ---, n E 1~.k. W" i~O G; + 1 (ZL'II)

(21)

(22)

As previously one can verify that these sequences fulfiI the assumptions
of Lemma 4. Thus let {tll}IIE N be a sequence existing on account of
this Iemma. In the set

D= U
n=no

kll-l k.-l
U {ji (wlI)} U U U {ji (Zli)} U

;=0 n=no ;=0
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define a function Iz as folIows:

li [ji (za)] =, h [ji (:Z)] = Iz m ,= O, i r= No.

By (9), (18), (20) and (21) this dennition is correct. The set D is closed
and the points ~, r (za) and fll (:Z) for n ENo are its unique accumu
lation points. Since tll ---1> O, h is continuous.

Thus let Iz E C be an extension of li and ep E C be a solutian of
equation (I). In virtue of Lemma 2, (22) and (23) we have

k.-I Ei+ 1 t

= bll fF (Z,.) - L -G···_~(~II ) = bll q' (Zli) - tll 11", Il E N,;=0 i+l WII

which, in view of Lemma 4, contradicts continuity of rp.

3°. Now, we shalI show that f If;;-1 (1) is strictly increasing.

For, assume that f(x) =f(y) for certain x,y Efii-l(l). Renee
x = fn - 1 (xo), Y = fii - 1 (Yo), where xo, yo E I, and

It folIows from the part 2° that /.-1 (xo) = fii- 1(Yo), i. e. x = y and
f [/;;-1 (I) is invertible. Consequently, since f EF, fi/;;-1 (1) is strictly
increasing, which ends the proof of our theorem.

3. This section is devoted to the qualitative description of the set
of all equations (1) having continuous solutions. We start with the
folIowing

LEMl\lA 5. Let I be a compact interval. Then the set Fo of all
functions f E F strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of ~ is of the first
categary in F.

Proof. \V'e have Fo = U FII, where FII, n E N, is the set of
11=1

. all functions f E F strictly increasing in the interval I {'\ (~ - ~, ~ +~).
Observe, that every set cl FII contains only increasing funetions, so

its interior in F is empty and FII is a nowhere dense set.
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THEOREM 3. Let I be a compact illten'a!. Tlze set

H = {(f, g, 11) EF >< C*< C : :I q: E C 9-.ef = g (P + Iz}
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is of the first categary in F
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Proof. The set

B = {(f,g,h,rp) EF:< C* ~< C:< C: (I' Of=gQ' + h}

is closed in F x C* >< C x C. Thus H, as a projection of B on the
space F x C* x C, is analytic and has the Baire property (see [7],
Chapter XIII, § 1).

Let f E F "'-Fo and g E C*. On account of Theorem 2 the section

Hf,g={hEC::lq:EC q'cf=g'f+h}

of H is a proper subset of C. In virtue of Lemma 1 of [2] Hf,g is of
the first category in C. To finish our proof it is sufficient to appIy
Theorem 15.4 of [8] and Lemma 5.
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o LINEARNIM FUNKCIONALNIM JEDNADŽBAMA

w. Ja1"czyk, Katowice, Poljska

Sadržaj

Neka je ~ E I, I-realni interval a f, g : I -+ R neprekidne funkcije
takve da je 0< (f (x) - ~) I (x - g) < 1 za X El'" {;} i 19 (g) I < 1.
Pod tim pretpostavkama je pokazano: ako za svaku neprekidnu funk
ciju Iz : I -+ R postoji neprekidno rješenje jednadžbe (1), onda je
f striktno rastuca u okolini od ~. Nadalje je studirana egzistencija nepre
kidnih rješenja jednadžbe (I) sa stanovišta Baireovih kategorija.


